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Firefox Lightbeam is an extension that utilizes your internet history to find out hidden relationships between websites you visit. It displays a real-time overview of visited and connected sites and cookies, and you can monitor your privacy and security settings with a single click. It's
an ideal solution to help you understand how your data is being tracked and analyze your activities. Features Easy to use After installation, you will be asked to import your data, which is stored in a local database. This information can be imported manually or downloaded from

other websites. This process is done by clicking a button in the toolbar that opens a window displaying these saved credentials. Block sites You can choose to block some sites from your Lightbeam data by pressing the Block button in the toolbar. Also, the site can be added to the
List section of the toolbar. You can also remove a site from your data altogether from this section by adding the URL to the blacklist. Previous cookies As a summary of your visit, the tool displays all previous cookies that have been set and the time when you visited the page. From
this information, you can see whether any third-party services have been connected to you. Watched sites The list of sites you have visited (known as watched sites) shows you the relationship with every site you visit in the current session (as opposed to visited sites). It provides
you with information about each watched site, as well as the number of connections (considered one of your visits to a site). First and last visit times You can display the time of the first and last visits of the site by pressing the First Access and Last Access buttons on the toolbar.

This section is where you can also see which sites you have connected to. More sensitive information After a click on the More Details section, you will be presented with a pop-up window that shows you the details of each site you connected to, along with the total number of
connections. You will be able to see a detailed list of cookies and IP addresses that are allowed to connect to you. Additional actions You can also hide the sites (by pressing the Hide button) and customize the way the tool displays the list (for instance, you can press the button to

view the block/watched list as a tree). You can also filter the sites (by pressing the Filter button) and open the sites in the Network section in a separate window (by pressing the Window button). Light
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Launching the tool is quite simple. If you wish, you can type some text to tag a site you wish to view, and then click the Get Started button to begin the process. This new feature of Mozilla's Firefox browser is focused on helping you to gain control over how your private information
is collected, stored and shared across the web, its first version available in an experimental form. Basically, the Firefox Lightbeam Full Crack addon allows you to view some of the information such as your browsing history to see all third-party tracking services you get connected to

when browsing the web. The Firefox add-on provides you with a real-time list of sites and third-party companies tracking your visits and browsing activity. This new tool monitors your browsing behaviour and lets you know about the detailed information about visited sites,
including the servers that are requesting your information. Here's a quick overview of how it works. Basically, the tool is split into a main group where you can see data about sites and services such as visited, blocked, cookie and network information. The other functionality of
Lightbeam includes a list of sites and services that you get connected to during your browsing, in addition to the option to hide or block specific websites, and the ability to export collected data in a JSON format. So, what's special about Lightbeam? Well, the tool monitors your

browsing behaviour and reveals the relationships between visited and third-party websites by displaying a real-time overview of the network, and the data related to it, as they connect to your information. It also allows you to make changes to the settings of the tool to hide some
specific items and view details about specific sites. On top of that, the add-on also enables you to hide some sites from being listed, so you can easily prevent third-party parties from collecting information about your browsing habits. What's in the add-on? 1. Add-on to experiment
with new Firefox features. 2. Clear browsing data to remove cookies, browser history and other items. 3. Export data in JSON to view the list later. Features: - Block tracked sites. - View detailed information about sites, including the page types, prefs, first and last access time and

the number of connected sites. - Hide sites from being listed. - View active third-party connections. - Export data in JSON format. How to get it? You can download the addon from the addons.mozilla. b7e8fdf5c8
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Lightbeam is a Firefox addon that works in an effort to offer users with a simple and intuitive approach to visualizing information about their online activity, including websites they visit and third-party companies that track them. The trend nowadays on the web is to disregard user
needs in order to the extent where tracking companies and services are no longer transparent, which they should be. Although not all tracking is bad, a big part of it is certainly is, and unfortunately there are few ways to reveal the ins and outs of this type of behavior. Lightbeam
comes across as a daring initiative that delivers an objective analysis of your online activity. It reveals the most hidden corners of the web, shedding some light into how tracking works and enabling you to interactively view active third-parties, as they connect to your data. View an
interactive graph with watched and blocked sites Lightbeam also displays all the sites you visit, relationships between them, third-party services they get connected to and, obviously, what they are doing. It reveals the most active connected third parties and the amount of
information it gets about each of them. The intention behind it is to continuously monitor the websites you visit, generating a real-time overview of all the parties that you connect to and which get connected to you. The tool is a Firefox add-on, which means that it should run
smoothly in any browser but it doesn't work for Chrome users or online browsers. Detailed information about visited websites The tool also includes a list view with detailed information about each visited site, including its type (e.g. visited, third party), preferences, first and last
access time, along with the number of connected sites. You can view the server location in a world map, block any site with one click, hide it from the list, or ask the tool to watch any page. The collected data can be exported externally, in a JSON file, in case you want to review it
later. Activate an experimental tracking protection feature It also includes an experimental feature designed to prevent certain sites from tracking your activity by blocking certain elements. However, the developer doesn't specify the supported sites for this feature. All in all,
Lightbeam seems like a great asset that any user should take advantage of, considering the amount of information it reveals at no cost. It worked smoothly with the latest Firefox version during our tests. Rating: 7/10 Clear History Firefox - The best Clear History Firefox comparison
- The best Clear History Firefox comparison

What's New in the Firefox Lightbeam?

Find and block tracking sites and trackers easily with Lightbeam. Lightbeam tracks all the sites and servers a site visits and shows you all information at a glance. No sign-up or configuration. With Lightbeam you can: - See all websites a site visits, and any information about the
server - See all connections made from a site and how they are related - See which sites and servers your data travels through - Block any site from ever visiting you again - Block a site from ever following you on the web - Block a site from ever seeing your data - Choose whether
to view tracked/watched/blocked sites on a world map or as a list - Look at all cookies for a site or across the web in a timeline - See an interactive graph of the sites and sites you visit related to trackers and third parties Lightbeam Features: - Easy to use and no sign-up or
configuration. Lightbeam integrates with Firefox directly and doesn't require a separate plugin. - Lightbeam works with almost all websites, including social networks and mobile apps. It doesn't matter what site you're using - it will work with it! - There is no signup or configuration,
just install and start using! - No separate plugin. Lightbeam works directly with Firefox, allowing you to keep the number of extensions on your browser to a minimum. - No separate plugin. This addon works directly with Firefox, allowing you to keep the number of extensions on
your browser to a minimum. - COOKIES: Lightbeam records all cookies collected by a site and displays them in a timeline, allowing you to see when and how long they were there. - It includes an experimental feature called Tracking Block that hides sensitive information and blocks
tracking by some servers. More features coming soon! Requirements: Firefox: Lightbeam will work with Firefox 18 and up. SYNC: Lightbeam is a sync engine and can work with Firefox, Chrome and Opera and more. It offers sync through Google Drive, and even allows you to keep
browsing history synced between computers. As the sync engine Lightbeam works with Firefox, Chrome and Opera, as well as any other browser that supports sync. SUMMARY: Lightbeam is a Firefox addon designed for the purpose of revealing a detailed overview of your web
activity. It lets you track all the sites you visit, third-party companies that connect to your data, get connected to you
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64-bit Processor: 2.8 GHz RAM: 6 GB GPU: Nvidia GTX 970 or AMD equivalent Hard Disk: 50 GB free space Sound: DirectX 11 compatible with optional headphones DirectX: Version 11 Additional Notes: Online play required. This title is UPlay enabled.
When players are connected to UPlay, they can choose to install and play the game without being connected to the internet. The recommended system specification is as follows:
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